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Sukiyaki House 

"Great Sushi in the Mountains"

The city's enormous popularity with Japanese tourists has resulted in a

plethora of great sushi restaurants. Sukiyaki House is one of the best and

perhaps the most popular. The expansive dining room has stark white

walls and bamboo accents, and the bright sushi bar overlooks the hubbub

on the Banff Avenue. The sushi here is the major draw, but the menu also

features tempura, noodle dishes, soups, rice bowls and cook-it-yourself

hot pots. Wash it all down with some Japanese beer or sake.

 +1 403 762 2002  www.sukiyakihousebanff.ca/  211 Banff Avenue, 2nd floor, Park

Avenue Mall, Banff AB

 by castlefin   

Sushi House Banff 

"Roll Around Again"

This tiny restaurant, located just off Banff Avenue, offers a quirky

approach to sushi dining. Patrons are seated around a circular counter

that is serviced by a model train. If any of the cars is hauling something

that looks tempting, just lift the plate off the train and dig in. The regular

array of sushi items is available, such as shrimp roll, red tuna and BBQ eel.

Each dish is priced according to the color of the plate. At the end of your

meal, your server will count your plates to tally up your bill.

 +1 403 762 4353  304 Caribou Street, Banff AB
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Sushi Bistro 

"Super Sushi"

Sushi Bistro is a Japanese eatery which is widely known for its delicious

food and tiny size of the restaurant. The restaurant features authentic

Japanese cuisine and specializes in various types of Sushi and Sashimi.

The menu features delectable treats like Salmon roll, spiced tuna roll,

miso soup, BBQ Eel Sushi, tempura and other lip-smacking Japanese

treats. Sushi addicts will fall in love with the place. The prices of the rolls

are easy on the pocket too. Sushi Bistro is not necessarily your 'fine-dine

and fine-wine' kind of a place, but the quaint eatery is definitely worth a

visit!

 +1 403 762 4000  208 Caribou Street, Unit 2, Banff AB

 by takedahrs   

Chaya 

"Japanese Delights"

One of the best-kept ramen secrets of Alberta finds itself amid stunning

landscapes of the Rockies, where this small restaurant is located. Perfect

for lunch that follows an early morning hike, Chaya serves piping hot

bowls of Miso Soup, curries and Kakiage Udon. The prices are easy on

your pocket, while portions are generous and enough to fuel your next

hike. The blackboard menu displays nuggets of Japanese flavors, right
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from Tan-Tan Ramen soups, rice-centered beef, chicken and katsu don

dishes to an interesting choice of desserts such as the sweet tofu rice roll

and the mochi ice-cream.

 +1 403 760 0882  118 Banff Avenue, Banff AB
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